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Introductions



Breaking In
Portfolio – Social Media – Networking – Applying, Interviews & Landing the Job



The Portfolio

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RACHEL  Tailor your portfolio to the position you are applying to. That way you can make sure your work best represents the position you're going for.   You're only as good as your weakest piece. This is definitely a situation where quality is way better than quantity. �For UI/UX specific portfolios, I like to see process more than finished product. I want to see how you problem solve and iterate. ��To prepare, come to the review with specific questions about your portfolio, instead of asking “will this get me a job” ask “what do you look for when you review a candidate's portfolio". Ask specific questions about your work, if it’s a good fit for the studio, and if there’s anything else they’d like to see in a candidate’s portfolio. �VIVIANFor game/content designers: make a reel, make sure it's snappy. Make sure your games you're allowed to distribute are as easy to play as possible. But more importantly make a reel.



Social Media

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VIVIAN�I'm very bad at cultivating social media. I guess my "brand" is being a game designer/knitter. It's the top line on my business cards. More importantly, I have a visual theme across my website/business cards/resume.RACHELConsistent theming definitely helps, just like a logo for a major company, it help you stand out against the other candidates. Pick a solid color theme to use, you don't have to get fancy with a personal logo if you don't want, and choose fonts that are easily readable. If a recruiter or hiring manager has to work to discern your name, you've done it wrong. �Your social media presence is like a live resume. If you intend to use social media to find work, make sure your content is relevant. Follow people you admire and engage with them in a meaningful way.ANDREWUsing Social Media as a means to get your take and analysis on a game and its game design. Focus on how signs and feedback of a game is impacting the user and the clever stories that emerge from the input level to the narrative level.  



Networking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VIVIANIntrovert HACK: bring an extrovert friend. Try to not only think of networking as a means to an end, it's a skill in and of itself that needs to be worked on.RACHELRemember that these folks are people too! You can engage them with non-games related banter, favorite book, how's the conference going, how stoked are you for the final season of Game of Thrones, etc etcThe only mistake you can make is not going. You never know what kinds of connections and friends you can potentially make at these networking events. ANDREWAsk your peers about what they are playing and discuss how their last play session impacted them. Find a common ground amongst each other and let the conversation go from there. It's all about connecting with someone and then learning from one another.



Applying, Interviews & Landing the Job

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VIVIAN�Sparse resume: focus on skills. Volunteer�Interview tip: Try not to psych yourself up so much you get more anxious/excited. Try to remember that people are legitimately interested in you when you're getting an interview.RACHELPut your education at the bottom of your resume. Emphasize your projects and skills, and include soft skills as well, especially if you have worked in teams. Interview protip -  research the company interviewing you. Play their games, watch GDC talks from folks at the studio, check out their social media presence. It shows that you have genuine interest in the studio as well as the games they make. Also come prepared with questions. You are interviewing them as much as they are interviewing you, don't be afraid to ask them things you are curious about.ANDREWEmphasize skills and projects, absolutely.



Surviving and Thriving

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VIVIAN�Marginalized folks: impostor syndrome/survivor's guilt. Watch it for it, know when it's affecting you, know it's got other people, too.�Rapport: Ask questions. Gives folks a feeling of responsibility over you/helps with bonding because it makes them feel important to get questions asked from you ;) Help out where you can where you see coworkers struggling.RACHEL�If your new studio has any social groups, join in! At HSL we have boardgame groups, fighting game groups, and scotch club that meet weekly. Don't wait for someone to invite you, just show up and ask to be included!ANDREWBuild relationships by connecting with your team. Learn from them and offer help and assistance when need be. Be vocal with your leads and managers about what you want out of your work, how you want to learn, etc. Even though your brain will tell you otherwise, your teammates are absolutely want to see you exceed because that will make the best game!CHRISYou’re going to have a lot to learn and there is a good chance you will feel overwhelmed by the daunting task of getting up to speed. Couple this with some uncertainty about what professional game dev is supposed to look like, add a dash of lime, and you have the perfect cocktail for stress and anxiety. Don’t struggle alone. Reach out to other co-workers who haven’t been at the company long. They may be able to introduce you to some of the more veteran members in turn.  If you have friends in the industry, see if they already know and can help break the ice with any of your new colleagues. Not only will this help give you opportunities to ask questions and learn from these folks, but will help you start building rapport as well.



Look to the Future!
What’s Next?



What’s Next?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHRISIt’s important to think critically about what you want from your career. You may not have all the answers right away and that’s fine, but it’s important for you to always be thinking about this stuff. Once you’ve started establishing the type of work you enjoy doing and what skills you want to grow, it’s important to clearly communicate this to your manager(s). Be sure to ask for and take opportunities that will help you stand out, whenever those opportunities arise and show that you can consistently do the work at a high level of quality. Don’t be afraid to reach out to and collaborate with senior colleagues about how to improve the quality of your work. Generally, people will be more than happy to help you make the game better, even more so if they start to get excited about what you are working on and want to offer additional help without even needing to ask. Consequently, this is also a great way to start establishing potential mentorship relationships that can help you grow your skills even more quickly.RACHELUnderstanding your own personal work style is very important to maintaining your momentum. Knowing how you work best, how you organize your work, even when your best working hours and conditions are can help you keep your momentum going strong.���VIVIAN�- Let's talk about burnout~ Learn the early warning signs of burnout. Learn how to mitigate it. This will be different for everyone but self-care~�- Find coworkers whose work seems interesting or impressive to you. Talk to them to learn more about what doing their job is like. This can be in your discipline or others. Once you've decided more on what you want to do in the future, talk to your manager about it. Talk to your friend/coworker and see if you can collaborate on something together.�- A lot of what I said for figuring out your future can help you find mentors, as well. To find them outside your workplace, come to career events like this one. I mean GDC as a whole and panels/events like this. The best mentorships are built out of friendships, imho.ANDREW-Stay hungry. Always strive to learn outside your comfort zone and seek feedback from friends and coworkers. Also don't be afraid to take time for yourself after each milestone in your career. Think about you want out of games as you look to your next step. Think about what kind of games you want to make next and in what position then take the necessary steps (ask questions, seek guidance) about how you get there. When you reach this step, you will often know who your mentors are at this point – whether you have met them yet or not.



Keep in Touch



Contact Information

🎅🎅 Roger Altizer - @real_rahjur
🌮🌮 Rachel Leiker- @rleiker13
� Chris Morris - @azereki
🦖🦖 Andrew Witts - @revivedantihero
🎃🎃 Vivian Wong - @woolewekindly@mastodon.gamedev.place
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